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Professor David Rodrigues 
who inspired Ghana 21 Haiku 
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Foreword

Between two lonesome crow caws, Adjei Agyei-Baah 
offers us his acute and pertinent observations full of 
sorrow, mercy and hope. His poetry goes up to the 
real people, talks with daily life, looks at the wounds 
of human beings and give them voice to express their 
sorrow and pain. This is a book of sad feelings but at 
the same time is a statement about the author beliefs 
in a better and socially fair society.

A book I wrote in 2009—Gaza 21 Haiku—had the 
fantastic privilege to inspire this fine poet—Adjei 
Agyei-Baah—to write this book. And, I think, with 
remarkable results. I want to congratulate his art, his 
courage and his compassion. This is the best luggage 
that we can carry with us during the voyage of our 
lives.

on the desk 
a letter from far away 
perfumes my home

Professor David Rodrigues 
Lisbon, Portugal. 
June 2016
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A Guide to the Pronunciation of Twi

/aa/ as in arm
/ae/ as in aye
/ɔ/ as in caught
/ɔɔ/ as in call
/ee/ as in page
/ei/ as in fray
/ea/ as in pediatrics
/eɛ/ as in fear
/ɛ/ as in step
/ɛɛ/ as in herb
/ɛe/ as in fed
/hw/ as in wheel
/hy/ as in shed
/io/ as in kiosk
/ia/ as in caveat

/ie/ as in fierce
/oa/ as in koala
/oɔ/ as in plod
/oo/ as in toll
/kw/ as in quality
/ky/ as in chief
/gy/ as in gym
/nw/ as in nude
/ny/ as in nil
/tw/ as in tweed
/ua/ as in Tuareg
/ue/ as in Puerto Rico
/uo/ as in buoy
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morning sunrise 
builders build on water course 

in Ghana

anopa hann 
adansifoɔ si dan wɔ nsukwan mu wɔ Ghana
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mining towns— 
bad roads surprise visitors 

in Ghana

agudeɛtubea nkuro 
mɔnkyemɔnka akwan bɔ ahɔhoɔ 

wɔ Ghana
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cocoa beverage— 
the farmer only smells the aroma 

in Ghana

kookoo adɔkɔdɔkɔdeɛ 
ne hwam nkutoo na ɛfa okuani 

hwene ano, wɔ Ghana
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rain, the only siren 
that quickens pace 

in Ghana

nsupetee, ɛdɔn nkutoo a 
ɛma nipa nan bɔ wɔn to 

wɔ Ghana
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under passengers’ noses— 
police collect ‘morning offertory’ 

in Ghana

akwantufoɔ hwene ano pɛɛ— 
apolisifoɔ gyegye adanmudeɛ firi hyɛnkafoɔ, 

wɔ Ghana
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street lamps 
light up the day 

in Ghana

kwantenpɔn nkanea 
sɔ wɔ hann mu 

wɔ Ghana
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Electricity Company has the ‘power’ 
to rip through appliances 

in Ghana

anyinamahoɔden adwumayefoɔ kuta 
ahoɔden a wɔde sɛe mfidie 

wɔ Ghana
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only soccer 
keeps a nation under one banner 

in Ghana

bɔɔlobɔ akansie nkutoo 
na ɛka ɔmanmu bom 

wɔ Ghana
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people drive with one eye 
on the road, and the other on fuel gauge 

in Ghana

nnipa ka hyɛma wɔberɛ a wɔn ani baako  
hwɛ kwan so, na baako hwɛ nfragya ahyɛnsodeɛso,  

wɔ Ghana
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all thoughts 
have political tags 

in Ghana

yɛde amanyɔsɛm 
bata adwenkyerɛ biara ho 

wɔ Ghana
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road toll joints 
sit in potholes 

in Ghana

akwantenpɔnso ntokuagyebea 
sisi amena amena mu 

wɔ Ghana
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coastal villages— 
lagoons shrinking into ponds 

in Ghana

mpoano nkuro— 
fii dane ntadeɛ nsutae 

wɔ Ghana
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railway tracks 
run into earth 

in Ghana

keteke nnadeɛ 
wura dɔteɛ mu 

wɔ Ghana
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morning rain— 
an excuse for lateness 

in Ghana

adwumayɛfoɔ de nsutɔ 
yɛ nyinasoɔ fa wɔnho di 

wɔ Ghana
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flood sweeps cities clean in Ghana

suyiri te kurom faen wɔ Ghana
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arable lands lie 
like golf courts 

in Ghana

nfu nsase 
dedahɔ kwa sɛ agoprama 

wɔ Ghana
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tenancy coming to an end— 
landlords sit as bogeymen 

in Ghana

ɛdan nhyehyɛeɛ reba awieeɛ a 
adanwura bi nom dane samantefie 

wɔ Ghana
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mob justice—   
a soldier mistaken 
for a thief in Ghana

ahyiakwa 
nnipadɔm di banbɔni mpaborɔ 

wɔ Ghana

In memory of late Major Maxwell Mahama
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city stalls take precedence 
over places of convenience 

in Ghana

kurom sutɔɔ 
ho hia sene nipa ahosiesiebea 

wɔ Ghana
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traffic light 
okada runs through the STOP 

in Ghana

gyinaprɛko kanea 
okada twi fam 

wɔ Ghana

okada—a Nigerian word for a taxi motorbike used in Ghana to 
beat city traffic.
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morning radio 
everyone knows the way forward 

in Ghana

anɔpa kasafidie so 
obiara nim nkankɔ ho nimdeɛ 

wɔ Ghana
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Ghana 21 Haiku is unbelievably precious.  After all, this 
delightful poetic form was not only exclusively Japanese 
until recently, but its Ghanaian manifestation may not be 
more than half a decade old. This collection is from Adjei 
Agyei-Baah, the undoubtedly prolific headliner of a group 
of courageous, playful, yet profoundly serious poets in 
the growing haiku movement of Afriku. This excellent 
volume is also a potent symbol of our times. It is a great 
example of a certain easy and respectful claim to all the 
artistic heritage of the world, by all the peoples of the 
world: wherever they were, and are, produced.

—Professor Ama Ata Aidoo 
Author, Dilemma of a Ghost

Adjei Agyei-Baah (born Eric Adjei Baah, June 29, 1977, 
Kumasi, Ashanti Region, Ghana), lecturer, translator, 
editor, and haiku poet. He is currently a Ph.D. candidate 
in Literature in English Education at the Division of 
Education, University of Waikato, New Zealand. He 
is the cofounder of Africa Haiku Network, Poetry 
Foundation Ghana, and The Mamba, Africa’s first haiku 
journal. Agyei-Baah’s work won recognition in the 
Japan–Russia Haiku Contest in 2014 and had received 
many international haiku afterwards. His debut haiku 
collection, Afriku (2016), was commended by Nigerian 
Nobel Prize–winner Wole Soyinka. His fourth book, 
Piece of My Fart (2018) is the first senryu collection 
from Africa. Agyei-Baah is the primary author of the 
four Haikupedia articles about African haiku; he lives in 
Kumasi, Ghana.

Mamba Africa Press


